■ All Lineup
■ Volkswagen GOLF7 GTI
■ 150208
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1 【TEZZO】premium muﬄer
Applying for certiﬁcation now.

TEZZO muﬄer (circuit version)
Specialized for professional racing

5 【TEZZO】stainless pillar kit
It is made from the best stainless steel「SUS304
」. The width of it is 0.6 mm, which is the best
size for pillar. Furthermore, the weight of it is
also light. It is anti-rust, so you can see it shines
every time you drive. On account of our high
quality, you can use it for quite a long time.

2 【TEZZO】adjustable suspension kit 3 【TEZZO】carbon air intake system

Ver.2

We low down the front suspension a little
bit, which can makes your GTI looks much
aggressive. And you can also enjoy the
driving experience with itʼs sporty-style.

6 【TEZZO】non-slip pedal mat

(2pedal for use in)

Taste is everywhere. You can stylish your life
form your feet. For your safety, donʼt forget the
importance of Non-slip pedal mat. We have 10
colors. You can choose your favorite color form
them.

Color : red/white/yellow/dark blue/green/
orange/light blue/black/gray/carbon/T・I

9 【TEZZO】pure carbon mirror case 10 【TEZZO】original brake hose
(genuine parts replacement)

This product is made from carbon. In order
to make a perfect product without wrinkle
or crack, this produce is made by integral
molding.

(covered by stainless steel mesh)

Through stainless steel mesh and PVC
coating, our brake hose is not only
beautiful but also durable.

This is an air intake system equipped with
carbon air box, which can bring cold air in
as fast as it can.

7 【TEZZO STYLE】ﬂoor mat
Enjoy this ﬂoor mat from your feet. Feel the
spirit of TEZZO from it.

Pattern : Wave / Diamond / Checkers

4 Vallelunga steering series made

from real leather「Aerospace」

In order to keep the original looking and
driving experience, we use the best leather
to reprocess the genuine parts from your
car. So you can get a better feeling by our
leather while you are holing the steering.

8 DTT ECU tuning

（Digi-Tec by TEZZO）

Our DTT can make a remarkable improvement
on torque and response of your car. It also can
raise the eﬀect of your engine so that your car
can save your money by decreasing the oil fee.
We guarantee you a good experience by our
high quality.

【 Other parts 】
■【TEZZO】Breʼc brake system<Clean Sports> ■【TEZZO】Vallelunga armrest (made from real leather)
■【TEZZO】Vallelunga shift boots (made from real leather) ■【TEZZO】Vallelunga assist grip (made
from real leather) ■【TEZZO】wheel spacer (genuine parts replacement)

The prices of the products are ﬂexible.
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